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Preface
On January 28-30, 1991, a workshop on architectures for free-space digital optical computing was
held at the Holiday Inn Chateau Vail in Vail, Colorado. The workshop was inidiated by Alan Craig
of the Air Force Office of Scientific Research and was organized with Miles Murdocca (Rutgers
University) and Michael Prise (AT&T Bell Labs). The purpose of the workshop was to bring
together a panel of distinguished contributors to the field, identify current directions and discuss
the future of the field. The emphasis of the workshop was on overall system architectures. Since
systems depend on devices and optics, a number of contributors in these areas were invited both to
provide a perspective on implementations and to learn what additional progress is necessary in
order to implement systems that are either competitive or that complement future digital electronic
systems.

On the second night of the workshop, three breakout sessions were held covering the topics
"Speculative ideas," "What could or should work?" and "What we know that does not work." The
chairs for each of these sessions summarized the discussions for their groups in the next few
pages. A final compendium of position papers follows, as well as a list of attendees.

In reading the summaries of the breakout sessions bear in mind that these views reflect the
opinions of participants on the second night of the workshop and may not reflect the views of the
entire community or even the views of the same participants today.

Speculative ideas

Group Chair: Miles Murdocca

* SuperTuring computing.

* Electronic computing with free space electronic interconnects, as in an electron beam sweeping a
CRT.

- Optical dataflow machines. (For those unfamiliar with dataflow architectures, this is a fairly
untested area of computing, and I guess that's why this is in the speculative section. - Chair)

* Implementation of optical neural networks.

* Reconfigurable interconnects and steerable interconnects, the speculative aspects being the speed
of operation, and what influence these ideas have on computing.

* Superconducting optical neural computers (No comment from the chair.)

• Modal representation (as opposed to amplitude representation) of a binary (or N-ary) signal.



- Fast, parallel access, low-energy, multidimensional memory. (From the Chair: Electronic
memories are typically fast like static RAM, or dense like dynamic RAM, and we live with these
differences quite well in electronic technologies, so maybe the fast and low energy criteria should
serve as goals rather than requirements. The parallel access and multidimensional features would
be useful in conventional computers today.)

* Volumetric displays.

* Optical database machines. Discussion suggested optics may be good for correlations and
associations, and that there may be a new capability for representing spatial objects.

" Free-space storage. Quote from Alan Huang: "Free space is something we have plenty of."

* Optical fuzzy logic.

* Reversible logic. This is still a way-out topic for electrical and mechanical systems as well. (See
What we know that does not work section. - Ed.)

- Self-learning optical neural networks, as suggested by an avid supporter of optical neural
networks.

* All-optical free-space computing that is fast and runs at low energy. This idea runs counter to
current trends.

* Low-cost irregular interconnects. This topic relates to work that favors regular interconnects. It
was suggested that an observer may have the mistaken impression that regular interconnects are
better than irregular interconnects on the basis of interconnection power, when in fact, regular
interconnects are a special case of the more general class of irregular interconnects, and it is costs
vs. benefits of each that should be argued.

• Global nonlinearities - One neuron behaves as many, via wavelength multiplexing.

What could or should work?
A!,

Group Chair: Mike Prise . ---.. ..

* Modifications to existing computer architectures '' ,d

• Carefully designed optical clocks

• Opto-electronic isolators in wafer scale integration , *', ,

W
* Wide short length array data links with low threshold lasers . o r

i- -A ....



- Optical Lego blocks (1 micron tolerance) - connectorized optics

- WDM backplanes

* Fast light modulators on silicon

* GaAs integrated circuits with lasers

* Optical digital computers (no comment from the Editor.)

* Database machines (see Speculative ideas. - Ed.)

* Parallel access optical disks

I - Useful random holographic optical interconnect

* Medium scale crossbars

* GaAs ICs with optoelectronics

- Software tools for interconnects

- Free-space board-to-board connectors

* Dataflow machines - with packet switches (see Speculative ideas. - Ed.)

* Parallel access optical memory

* Point to point link

(For sale by 2002)

* Optical comwpus

* Free-space optically interconnected multiprocessors

. Analog optical correlator - portable, small, cascaded multiple channels

. Optical switch for telecommunications of size 1024x1024

* Fine grain optical processor



- Parallel DRAM

- Holographic interconnects

What we know that does not work (except perhaps in special applications)

Group Chair: Alan Craig

- Von Neumann designs, i.e. single processor machines do not fit in well with optical processing
technology.

- Reversible, dissipationless logic was discounted on the basis of no current need, and the
requirement of consuming energy in drawing any conclusion or making any decision. The
quantum mechanical computer was denigrated in the same breath by the same cynic. (Each of these
futuristic ideas was defended by a protagonist - see the Speculative ideas section).

* Vector-matrix processors with serial input (better architectures are available in silicon); digital
systolics are better, and systolics are better digital. In the same vein, no locally connected
architectures appear to be suitable for optics since electronic technologies support locally connected
processing elements quite well. An objection to pipeline latency was countered by the observation
that throughput can still be high - this issue was unresolved.

• Associative processors, particularly those that do not require an exact match (dynamic range and
noise problems in discrimination exist). Content addressable memory was argued to be a niche
variety of an associative processor with viability - good for database processing.

- Cellular automata has only niche applications, such as modelling of fluid dynamics, and perhaps
as comprising self organizing systems. Not much use for numerics, and hard to program.

* Pure symbolic substitution cannot be practically configured for numerics. (Symbolic substitution
is functionally complete, but requires greater fan-outs, more space, and longer latency than a more
conventional approach. - Ed.)

• No optical binary correlators for general purpose processing (electronics are more proficient).

* Concern was expressed regarding the latency of array interconnects, particularly in fine grain
systems with feedback. This is paramount to declaiming global interconnects, particularly irregular
interconnects, are not useful except perhaps in large grain architectures.

• Waveguide optics has short term uses for functions more akin to signal processing, and may
enhance nonlinearities and some switches, but are generally antithetical to computing architectures.
Path layout is difficult despite non-interfering crossings, partially due to losses at tight bends.



(However, later presentation by R. Linke on slab waveguide broadcast interconnects refuted some

of this conclusion.)

- Coherence may be useful only for a large number of frequency channels (N > 10,000 suggested.)

* Resolution inadequacy severely limits prospects for an all-optical computer. Many electronic
devices can populate the area (approximately a few microns square) of an optical emitter/detector.

- Optics should not feel tied to residue arithmetic; pipelining the carries may sustain the life of
residue. (Early optical computing was forced into residue arithmetic due to the lack of an
appropriate feedback mechanism. Recall that residue arithmetic can be performed in a single step,
thus the attraction to this method for one or two-stage optical systems. - Ed.)

* Don't use AND gates. (This addresses the difficulty of distinguishing various levels of light as
opposed to just the presence or absence of light as for OR and NOR. - Ed.)

* Photorefractives are suspect for interconnects. Even with careful exposure scheduling, gratings
compete for dynamic range, and crosstalk persists. Also, these are only 2-terminal devices. Uses
in self-aliging systems may be found, but in reconfigurable interconnects less likely. Materials
development efforts continue.

* Late entry; shadow-casting logic seems quite primitive.



Digital Optical Computing: Honeywell SRC's Perspective

Julian Bristow
Honeywell, Inc.

Systems and Research Center
10701 Lyndale Ave. South

Bloomington, MN 55420-5601

Proponents of digital optical computing have predicted orders of magnitude improvement in system
performance over electronic systems. To date, the promise remains unfulfilled. Optical computers
will only gain acceptance with potential users and systems integrators when the system
performance exceeds that available from conventional technology by at least an order of magnitude.

Current efforts in digital optical computing build on paradigms employed for electronic systems.
For general purpose computing therefore, improvements in system performance can only be
demonstrated if each and every element of the system offers improvement over its electronic
counterpart. Thus not only must logic elements be developed with some improvement in
parallelism, speed or other metric, but for example a complete hierarchy of long and short term
memory must be provided. Particularly for shorter term memory, gaps exist in the technology. In
addition to the memory elements themselves, decode and control mechanisms must be provided.

Specific problems may always be found which circumvent the issues. Indeed, departure from the
aims of general purpose computing and focussing on special purpose processors is likely to yield
the first demonstrations of digital optical computing. Many real applications of computing involve
embedded processors operating on only a narrow range of problems. Development of the system
elements with the required performance will require selection and analysis of specific special
purpose applications. Restriction to special purpose processors will however keep the cost of the
technology high, and limit its acceptance even for special applications. Therefore, the greater goal
of developing a general purpose computer remains an attractive one, and will depend on
demonstration of improved materials, devices and packaging technology.

Key practical issues must be addressed in consideration of implementation of any architecture.
Neglect of such vital considerations as packaging and alignment, even at this early stage, will result
in limited acceptance of the technology. The issue of packaging refers not only to the three
dimensional alignment of components or modules (itself a difficult task, since conventional
packaging techniques are two dimensional), but also to thermal management. Most optical devices
demonstrated to date are inefficient in terms of power, yet are sensitive to changes in operating
temperature. These properties limit the number of processing elements which may be integrated in
a given space for a given system speed. Demonstration of viable systems will require that
techniques be developed to remove unwanted heat from the three-dimensional system. Issues of
thermal management are especially pertinent for military systems, in which optical computing may
ultimately have high payoff. Here the wide variations in operating temperature, together with the
density of components which will be required to demonstrate improvements over electronic
processors indicate that radically improved packaging technology will be required. These
limitations will continue to apply unless conventional paradigms are abandoned.



MULTIFUNCTIONAL OPTICAL/DIGITAL
FREE SPACE PROCESSORS

DAVID CASASENT
Carnegie Mellon University

Center for Excellence in Optical Data Processing
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

Pittsburgh, PA 15213

Workshop on Architectures for Free Space Digital Optical Computing
Colorado, January 1991

Optical/digital processors (defined as systems capable of general-purpose

logic/numeric processing to floating point accuracy) may be possible (given device
advancements). We feel that such systems should be used to perform high level

(numeric not logic) functions for the multitude of matrix-vector operations/applications

that exist. Thus, we feel that only an optical numeric array processor is a viable

optical/digital processor (specifically, it should perform additions, multiplications, and

vector inner products).

WVithin the above constraints, there are 3 issues that are needed to define the

optical realization of such a system: the data source/sink (parallel page-addressed

optical memory), the number representation (a new formulation of MSD, since it avoids

carries beyond one bit location), and the architecture (a cascaded correlator, since such

architectures exist in well engineered form). Figure 1 shows the block diagram of our

system. With optically-addressed ferroelectric liquid crystal page composers (input and

output SLMs) and with a space/frequency multiplexed filter bank (containing the

recognition/substitution rules) as in Figure 2 (where the laser diode activated provides

access to the proper set of 9 recognition/substitution filters), the performance of such a

0 system can exceed 1010 OPS (as we will show).

We next consider the fact that an optical processor should be general purpose or

multifunctional. We specifically consider the use of such an optical/digital processor for

0 image processing functions. The image processing functions we consider are all low level

vision operations (morphological operations) and a hierarchical/inference processor (for

pattern recognition and certified intelligence functions).

The result is a multifunctional optical processor for computer vision and a viable

general-purpose optical processor.
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IS PRESEN I LY MORE RESe-AHL,,
ON OPTICAL ARCHITECTURES NEEDED ?

P Chavel, Ph. Lalanne, J. Taboury,
institut d'Optique (CNRS), B.P. 147, 91403 Orsay cedex. France

Optial logic demonstators like for example those made at ATT Bell Labe with S-SEED appear to
be primarily limited by the technology of the new devices need6l, and in particular their energy
req , ements. The perspective of millions of gates on a few square centimeters of active devices is
currenty hardy realistic, whereas this performance is typical with CMOS technology with temtoloule
switching energies. It is a commonplace to say that the largest expectations for optics are in the domain
of interconnects for massive parallelism and high data flow rates. The general purpose processor under
development at Opticomp, that is expected to reach clock frequencies over 100 MHz and uses a
combination of electronics. acoustics and optics but no nonlinear optics, relies on optics mostly for
propagating many beams through free space. In this paper, we examine the role of optical interconnects
in three (somewhat loosely defined) kinds of processors classified by their degree of architecture novelty
compared to an electronic machine

I - Optics in conventional silicon comwiters

We first consider the case where optics could be introduced with minimal disturbance to the
designer of an electronic system. Communications between chips and even more so communications
between boards are limited by so-called impedance matching conditions that in turn limit the bandwidth
of the whole system. This limitation is related to the capacity of lines, that itself is determined by the
necessity to minimize electromagnetic interference. Therefore, optics should be first useable to increase
clock frequency through the reduction of interchannel modulation rejection. This can be achieved at
minimal disturbance to the archtecture using fiber optics links and falls outside the scope of this
workshop firstly because it is not free space optics and secondy because tt hardy poses optical
architecture problems. It may. however, pave the way to our second category of processors.

11 - Massive optical i/o tar silicon based _gocesar :

This category still relies mostly on silicon chips placed on boards , its exister .e is justified by two
arguments '
a) the chips and boards interconnects do not only limit the system clock frequency, but also set severe
constraint on circuit and system architecture because of the limited number of input output channels
to/from each chip or board. 3-0 optical input output may change the life of designers by providing a
number of V/o channels of the order of the number of computing sites ;
b) analyses of energy balances and computational throughput have been published by several authors.
indicating that optical interconnects at the gate to gate level appear to be a promising alternative for
communication lengths in the range of a several millimeters to centimeters, and this would be an
important issue at least for W.S.L..

The use of optics to provide massive point to point connexions in such systems would imply to find
viable soluton to several open questons
" space needed to place opticail interconnect components between boards and between chips
0 ruggedness and ignment procedures and tolerances of the optics with the electronics ,
" use of intermedate components, probably new compound semiconductor devices, for the output. since
silicon can be used to detect light. but not to modulate or emit light ; because no light has to be emitted
or modulated at the chip level is one reason for the interest of the optical dock distribution problem, that
may be considered either as in the context of increasing clock frequency (section i) or in that of
massively distrbuting an optical signal (this section).

If solutions are found to these issues in terms of optoelecronic and passive optical devices and
optical systems, then the computer designers may well accept to go through the effort of adapting ther
architectures to accomodate some optics.

III - Soecific ichitectures fr optics:



This last category includes all optical digital computing architecture concepts that have shown up
in the last few yers and that use not only massive optical interconnects through free space, but the
combination of the optical signals to form weighted sums as well. These include "cellular processors"
with optical interconnects, i.e. optical neural processors and optical cellular automata/symbolic
substution processors. There, the operations performed by optics are fan-tn, fan-out, marix-vector
multiplication and convolution (or correlation) and can be interpreted in terms of binary pattern
recognition.

Some groups (such as UCSD) investigate the combination of silicon and optical modulators to
validate the concept of such processors with the important addional advantage that the considerable
computing power of silicon is incorporated ; other approaches rely strictly on novel nonlinear
optoelecronic devices. Both seem good to us as soon as performances are improved from one
generation to the next, but the first may well outperform pure silicon in a shorter term.

One open issue may be the kind of applications that are suitable for these machines while some
seem to advocate general purpose machine and it is known that such processors may easily have the
power of Tunng machines, it has apparently not been shown that they are potentially a ggk solution for
making Turing machines on the other hand, specialized applications such as associative machines.
low level image processing or (our favorite example) statistical physics (the "lattice gas automaton") may
be interesting in principle but not respond to large needs.

Another open issue, in our opinion the most important, is that of optical systems as opposed to
optical architectures. Most demonslrat'rs up to now are bulky, difficult to align, and perform extremely
modest operations not only because of device limitations but also because of system poverty : for
example, can an optical neural processor without lerning be very interesting, can an optical symbolic
substitution processor working on two-bit, non-prog'ammable symbols be useful (we have guilty for
some of these ourselves in the past). Shadow casting approaches and spatial frequency approaches do
not seem easy to make rugged and compact with a good space-bandwidth product, maybe something
may be expected from lenslet arrays and hologram arrays but this remains to be investigated.

What is meant by digital optical computing architectures ?
- is it the definition of a number of operations that could be performed optically in future competitive
processors,
- or is it the definition of a combination of such operations into a machine such as the optical symbolic
substitution processor or an optical neural network processor, using principles such as polarization
encoding of data, wavelenght encoding, dark-pixel recogntion of binary patterns, dual-ral encoding,
- or is it the implementation of such a processor with pimitive equipment ?
In these three cases, we think that not much more reseerch is needed in the domain for now.

Howver, we do fink VW much more is to be done on the subject and that many necessary ideas
are still missig if o work on "dgtl optical computing architectures means
- develop opicl sy@m concepts needed to considerably improve the compactness and space-
bandwidth product of the d-monaaton,
* develop and moke th appropr*ate pasive components, given active components that exist or are
expected to come soon,
* combine all these into record breaking processors.



Architectures for free-space digital optical computing

T. J. Cloonan

The use of free-space optics for digital computing has been on the chalk boards of researchers for more
than a decade now, and although quite a few promising research efforts have produced very interesting
results on paper and a few small lab experiments, the actual number of results that have proven

themselves to be useful for practical systems is depressingly low. Most of the architectures that have

been proposed in the literature to date (including several by this author) have been techically infeasible or
economically impractical. This does not imply that these architectural proposals are without value,

because they have served as guidelines for the embryonic optical technologies (devices, lasers, optics,
and opto-mechanics) that are developing along with the system architectures, and as these technologies

mature, some of the architectures may become realizable. Nevertheless, system architects in the field of

free-space digital optics are shouldering a heavy load, because they must try to design sytem
architectures using technologies that don't yet exist, and their designs must be able to perform better (in
terms of functionality and cost) than the electronic-based systems that will appear in the field X years from

now when the optical technologies have matured. Thus, optical system architects must aim at a moving

(perhaps accelerating is a better word?) target with weapons whose performance is still undetermined. If
optical system architects have nothing else, they should at least have a good guess as to where they

think they should be X years from now, and they should also have a path defined which might get them
there. Thus, the beginning of a new decade of research marks a good time to re-examine our directions

and re-evaluate our goals to determine suitable paths for the future.

In the view of this author, the path toward an "all-optical computer" seems to be an impractical path to

follow at this time, because the switching energies of the available optical logic devices require too much

laser power. To decrease this switching energy, many device researchers are looking into logic gates
with small amounts of localized electronic gain. This is the beginning step toward a "smart pixel." An

obvious extension of this approach would lead to optical detectors driving electronic logic whose outputs

drive optical modulators or sources. The localized gate-level interconnections are electronic, while the
longer-distance interconnections between functional units are optical. Electronic technologies do some

things incredibly well, and limited processing in a localized area on an electronic chip is one of those

things. Localized processing of this sort does not require long interconnection lengths, so signals can be

transported between the logic gates at very high bandwidths without requiring power-hungry terminating
resistors on the banjimission lines. In addition, many of the interconnections within these localized

processing units are fairly random, and the optics required to perform these random interconnections

become fairly complicated and expensive. Thus, electronics for localized processsing and optics for
longer-distance interconnections seems to be a good compromise solution, and "optical purists" who

ignore the benefits of electronics are giving up a large amount of processing power that can be obtained

by letting optics augment the functionality of electronics. (Depending on the their area of expertise, some

researchers might view it as letting electronics augment the functionality of optics, but its all the same).

If we assume that a hybrid solution of optics and electronics might yield useful results, the next question
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that must be answered is how much of the system is optical and how much of it is electronic. Another
way to ask this question is: "1ow much functionality should we pack in our smart pixels? The author will
not attempt to answer this question, because the answer is a function of many variables related to device
packaging. In actuality, the question of optics vs. electronics really boils down to a comparison of
different device packaging technologies. Device packages for computing systems must provide three
fundamental features: 1) stable mechanical mounts for the devices, 2) adequate thermal paths for heat
removal, and 3) adequate signal paths between the devices. The choice of photons or electrons for the
last feature is dependent on several parameters including the bandwidth of the signals, the number of
signals that must be transmitted between the devices, the distance between the devices, and the overall
system architecture. The variability in system architecture complicates the problem the most, because
different architectures can be proposed to take advantage of the different capabilties of the different
technologies, so we often have to compare apples and oranges to determine the best solution. Each
system must be analyzed separately, and the answer to the above question can be found only after the
feasibility of electronic packaging solutions have been investigated. Improvements in electronic
packaging (such as pin grid arrays, flip-chip mounting, and multi-chip modules on ceramic of silicon
hybrids) have greatly increased the capabilities of electronic packaging, so optical solutions must be even
better if they are going to be cost effective alternatives to the electronic approaches.

Researchers are still hunting for the holy grail of architectures in free-space digital optical computing, and
it has been very elusive. Although many interesting architectures have been developed, the author does
not believe that any of them truly capitalize on all of the potential benefits of optics (bandwidth and
parallelism) in an efficient, cost-effective manner. The holy grail of architectures may be out there, but it
may be so different from anything that we are familiar with that it may take another genius like Von
Neumann to discover it. Nevertheless, some of the architectures that have been borrowed from the
electronic world do seem to capitalize on some of che benefits in optics. In particular, neural networks,
which require large degrees of connectivity between small neural processors, seem to be a very
promising candidate. In addition, computing architectures that require large, high-bandwidth switching
networks might also be worth consideration in future research efforts, because these systems can draw
on related work in photonic switching. For example, data flow machines, which require large degrees of
connectivity in a switching network between firing memories and processors, could conceivably use
photonic switching. In addition, the entire field of distributed processing may be able to take advantage of
the capabilities of photonic switching to provide high-density, high-bandwidth connections between
processing elemwt. This capability could permit an entire memory in one processing element to be
transmitted in pweall via free-space optics to a memory in another processing element. Image
processing is a typical exarple of an application that might require this capability.

In conclusion, the promise of optics is real, but the work required to captitalize on that promise is still in its
infancy. In the opinion of the author, only a coordinated effort between system architects, device and
laser researchers, optical engineers, and opto-mechanical designers will yield a useful result. In addition,
the works must also be coordinated with the high-speed electronic designers, because hybrid
optical/electronic systems with optical interconnections between small localized electronic processors will
probably yield the largest pay-back.



Spectral Processing

Alan Craig
Air Force Office of Scientific Research

Building 410 Boiling AFB
Washington D.C., 20332-6448

craig@ccf2.nrl.navy.mil

An electromagnetic wave in the near infrared region of the optical spectrum has a frequency of 200-
300 terahertz (THz). These waves are often used as carriers for information transmission of
signals whose modulation bandwidth seldom exceeds 1 gigahertz (GHz). This modulation
bandwidth is a miniscule fraction of the carrier frequency. In many modulated carrier systems
(e.g. radio or television) the modulation bandwidth exceeds 25% of the carrier frequency. To
overcome this deficiency, telecommunications researchers have turned to frequency division
multiplexing (FDM) and its wider-carrier-separation counterpart wavelength division multiplexing
(WDM). In these systems, each frequency or wavelength designates a definite single channel
between a signal's source and its receiver. Information is impressed on this channel by temporally
modulating the optical carrier at the designated wavelength at the highest rate possible with
currently available technology (subject to cost constraints); often, several signals with identical
source-destination terminals are time-division-multiplexed on a single carrier to use all of the
available modulation bandwidth (up to several gigahertz).

For computer interconnects, this configuration of the broad, accessible, wavelength bandwidth
may be less than optimal. Computer busses and backplanes are configured to transmit data in byte-
at-a-time, bit-parallel formats on ribbon interconnects 16 or 32 wires (or fibers) wide. Interfacing
to the bit-serial format of FDM or WDM transmission requires buffering and sequential to parallel
(or vice versa) conversion at each transmitter and receiver node.

An alternative transmission format that makes use of the identical carrier capacity, but allocated
differently, proves a better match to computer interconnect bit-parallel formats. In this approach,
several neighboring wavelength channels, e.g. 16, are assigned to carry a single binary word, with
each wavelength representing a binary phase. Rather than sending 16 temporally encoded signals,
each on a single channel, modulated at 1 Gbit/sec rates, a single byte of Ins duration occupies all
16 channels simultaneously. This wavelength-encoded byte arrives simultaneously, i.e. in
parallel. This matches processor computation design and capability.

A straightforward engineering approach to wavelength encoded transmission makes use of many
of the same components as WDM, controlled by different algorithms: tunable, or selectable-
wavelength arrays of semiconductor lasers; wavelength sensitive switches; tuned or tunable
wavelength filters. (Admittedly, making these components conform to control by the new
algorithms and providing the appropriate control signals may be challenging.) To look beyond this
capability, consider the prospect of not only transmitting in this wavelength encoded format but
also performing decision processes optically or opto-electronically in this realm. Specifically, this
pursuit implies a system in which information is carried not according to amplitude levels, but
according to wavelength selection. Processing then entails controlling the output wavelength(s) of
a node by some device operation that is dependent on the input wavelength(s) to the node.



Amplitude may be required to cause a process to occur, but the control and the input and output
data are all wavelength encoded.

New devices will be required to do this processing. Several of these have been envisioned, and
research programs are initiated to determine their viability. Laser diodes whose emission
wavelength can be controlled by illuminations with or injection of light at a difficult wavelength are
conceived. Vertical cavity arrays of laser diodes in which the emission wavelength of the lasers is

0 raster-stepped with uniform separation across the array have been built; addressing remains to be
resolved. Wavelength sensitive coupled-mode and interferometric switches are being developed.
Wavelength (or frequency) conversion nonlinear optic effects in resonators and waveguides to
perform 3-wave and 4-wave mixing and optical parametric processes in organic, crystalline and
semiconductor materials are being investigated. Tunable filters may result from laser-diode

0 amplifiers or from spectral-hole-burning absorption filters in semiconductor quantum box
materials.

These devices, or simple combinations of them, provide various transfer functions where optical
wavelength both indicates the input and output states and provides the operation control. Some

0 capabilities of these wavelength-encoded processors can be seen immediately and can provide
features difficult to realize in present day amplitude modulation devices. Compare and conditional
branching, or table lookup may be realizable in these devices. A list of conceivably implementable,
computationally useful primitive functions follows:

* Boolean functions
• Compare, shift, invert, perform 2's complement function
• Algebraic functions
• Transcendental and trigonometric functions
* Powers and logarithms
* Linear algebraic functions
• Table lookup and other database operations
* Switching and routing
- Operations of medium complexity (e.g. combinations of Boolean functions)

This list is common to all computing architectures. A study is under way to determine which if any
might be performed efficiently, accurately, and quickly in the wavelength-encoded format by these
new devices.

This is an exploratory research area whose efficacy is not proven. Skepticism about its prospects
is healthy, but enthusiasm is welcome. If nothing further, it is hoped that these concepts and
attempts at building and controlling new devices will contribute to realizations about computing and
data transmission algorithms and to capabilities in device physics heretofore unprobed.



Why Optics have a Part to Play in Von
Neumann Machines;

and why Von Neumann Machines have no Part
to Play in Optics

Alex Dickinson
AT&T Bell Labs

It has been long recognized that system speeds are not so much limited by the speed
of devices, but more the speed of the interconnect between devices. As line widths
and hence device sizes have scaled down, average interconnect lengths have remained
more or less constant, increasing the effective cost of on-chip interconnect. Worse
still, as the speed and number of devices on a chip have increased, the demands on
chip i/o have increased correspondingly (Rent's rule implying increasing number of
i/o; higher clock rates necessitating increased i/o speeds).

A Von Neumann architecture is particularly vulnerable to interchip connection bot-
tlenecks. As instructions are executed faster, greater bandwidths are required of the
processor-memory link. Additional caching on the CPU chip helps to a point, but
as code sizes continue to increase in proportion to processor speed, it is difficult to
contain increasingly large portions of the code in cache without it occupying large
chunks of -aluable CPU chip real estate.

Quantum optical devices and manufacturable optical systems may offer a solution to
this problem. A quantum modulator such as a SEED, or a low threshold laser such
as the SEL, allows us to generate modulated beams in a very small space with a very
small amount of power. Suitable detectors and amplifier circuits allow us to decode
the signals on another chip after the beam has been transmitted through some free
space optical system.

1



We envision a machine in which high speed links of many channels in a regular
0 topology (such as the processor-memory bus) are carried optically within a planar

glass substate. Other signal and power runners are fabricated from metal layers
deposited on the substrate, and chips are bonded in turn onto these runners. We are
presently carrying out fabrication experiments and architectural simulations for this
class of system.

This form of construction offers one of the most direct paths for optics to make a
contribution to Von Neumann computer practice. But is there a converse path then
along which Von Neumann computer structures can make a contribution to the much
sort after optical computer?

It would seem unikely.

The primary advantage of optics over electronics appears to be in the ability to
create large arrays of fast, regular, and efficient interconnect. Now, although Von
Neumann machines exhibit the need for such connections in certain places (such as
that described above) they do not in general exhibit a great deal of regularity at
the gate-to-gate level. Attempts to map Von Neumann machines into this regular
regime require that many connections and devices be abandoned with few if any

* compensating advantages.

We are developing a non-Von Neumann architecture comprised of a large number of
identical, simple, finite state machines. Each FSM executes combinator code in par-
allel, and is amenable to implementation with symbolic substitution. This structure

* should be a much more appropriate match to the digital optical technolgy that is
becoming available by virtue of it's low level simplicity and regularity.

We are intending to construct a VLSI version of the architecture in the summer of
1991 as a means of gaining more understanding of the issues that would be involved

* in an optical implementation.

0

0
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Optoelectronic Processm Arrays

Free-space optics should be used to interconnect wafer-wale integrated (WSI) or ultra-large-
scale integrated (ULSI) parallel processor arrays. Two long-standing problems can be addressed
with an optical approach: (1) All but locally connected topologies suffer from the poor perfor-
mance of cross-wafer electrical interconnects. Inter-processing-element (PE) optical interconnects
could give cross-wafer paths satisfactory performance, as well u reduce the silicon area required
to implement a given array aize for small-diameter, high-wire-area topologies. (2) Providing re-
conflgurability and redundancy for defect tolerance has made it difficult for WSI to utilize more
than 50% of the wafer area. Sparing strategies that rely on the availability of extra PEA within a
local neighborhood of a defective PE can be overloaded by clusters of defects. If reconfigurability
is provided by an optical interconnect system, sparing can be less constrained, and apart from the
need to provide enough functional PEA, no reconfigurability need be designed into the circuitry
itself.

Diffraction-based analysis of the capacity of optical interconnects yields a reciprocal relation-
ship between acuity and interconnect complexity: an optical system occupying a given volume can
be used to interconnect man closely spaced PEa in a simple way (imaging, for example) or fewer,
larger PEa in a more complex (more space-variant) way. PEa with diameters of the order of 1 mm,
and having one light modulator each, represent a sufficiently low requirement on imaging acuity
as to admit consideration of very complex topologies, with capacity left over for reconfiguration
around defects.

Optically interconnected WSI can be considered as a means to approach the asymptotic volume
density of 3-D VLSI using only planar (e.g., 2-level metal) technology. As an example, consider
n lo2 n PEs connected in the buttrdy topology, and allow n to grow. In a fabrication technology
with a fixed number of interconnect layers, Ullman has shown that fl(n s) am is required. In an
hypothetical full 3-D (isotropic) teclnology, where elements can extend in the vertical direction
as easily as in the other two, Leighton and Rosenberg have shown that the volume of a butterfly
grows as f0(n/3 log/s %). Analysis has shown that an optically interconnected system using circuit
technology with t"m l of metal requires only O(ns/2 log s n) volume.

"All-optica' frewspace architectures are subject to serious, fundamental physical constraints
on performance. Diffraction bounds the area density of computing elements, and minimum feedback
latency is determined by the optical path length. By contrast, a VLSI-based PE array might be
constrained by the imaging configuraton to have its light modulators 1 mm apart; however the
number of gates in the I mm' PE1s free to track advances in fabrication technology. Moreover,
while the c mmunication latency in an optically interconnected VLSI-based procemor is certainly
established by optical path length, tight feedback loops (such as the carry operation in a bit-serial
adder) can be pulled into an electronic PE and thus be free of this constraint. Falling into the
all-optical category are thus not only those systems with Intrinsically optical computing elements,
but also those using electrically based elements with small, fixed computational capability (like
SEED devices), because the number of gates per light modulator is fixed at apprcuimately 1.



Opto-Electronlc Versus All Optical Computers

Sadik Esener
Ece Department, R-007

University of California, San Diego
La Jolla, Ca 92093

(619) 534-2732

Over the past few years, optical interconnection technology has penetrated the
computer industry. Several computers that use optical interconnections have been
announced, or are already on the market. This indicates that we are quickly entering the
era of hybrid opto-electronic computers. In such computers, signals propagating between
switches are carried out both by electrons in conducting wires as well as by photons that
do not require conductors. By combining the complementary strengths of both optical
and electronic technologies, hybrid opto-electronic computers provide optimal solutions
for the Implementation of increasingly parallel computers. Presently, it is of great interest
to examine how computer architectures and performance will be affected by the
increasing use of optics. This is strongly dependent on the level of computer packaging at
which optical interconnects are used. A natural question that arises is whether an all
optical digital computer will ever become useful?

As can be seen from Fig. 1, hybrid opto-electronic computers encompass on one
extreme all electronic computers and on the other extreme all optical computers. In the
latter, communication between switches are carried out by photons alone. Such
computers can be considered as special cases of hybrid opto-electronic computers. For
the design and optimization of any opto-electronic computer it is important to establish a
quantitative measure of the respective amounts of computation and communication work
carried out by the optical and electronic components. To this end, at UCSD, we utilize
the concept of the grain size of an OE processing element (PE) which is strongly related
to the ratio of the number of electronic gates in the system to the number of optical light
transmitters. For best performance the grain size is optimized with respect to bandwidth,
system size and power dissipation. Thus the grain size and therefore the relative role of
optics in computers is strongly dependent on the specific application and available device
technology.

Since the urn of optical interconnections in computers enables better
implementation of Slobal and dense communication, it is natural to expect that the
implementation of multistage interconnection networks (MINs) will require the highest
usage of optical techniques. The grain size study on the opto-electronic Implementation
of MINs using free-space optical Interconnections that was carried out at UCSD clearly
demonstrated that this application together with today's state of the art device
characteristics would lead to an optimal grain size where for every light transmitters
there will be roughly 200 corresponding electronic logic gates.

For such a small grain size one may ask whether an all optical approach would not
be better suited. The benefits of such an approach would be the utilization of a lower cost
device technology without requiring parallel accessed optoeclectronic integrated circuits
(OEICs) where detectors, logic circuits and light transmitters must be integrated. When
the asymptotic behavior of the graph in Fig.2 is analyzed, one concludes that under the
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0 perfomance requirements and assumptions made in Ref. 1 the power dissipation of an all
optical implementation would be prohibitively large. This power dissipation indicates
that the switching energies of our state-of-the-art optical devices art not sufficiently
small to make an all optical approach viable.

Is an all optical computer ever going to be viable? To become viable in short term
* with existing devices, novel applications that further reduce the optimal grain size are

required. These may well be in the area of long distance communication switching. Such
applications must be uncovered and analyzed before attempts arm made to build systems.
In the long term, with significant progress in optical switching devices in terms of speed
(exceeding IOGHz), array size (exceeding one million), lower switching power and

* improved power removal, one may consider this approach as a potential altcrnativc to
hybrid opto-clcctronic computers. However, it should not be forgotten that opto-
electronic computers will continually leverage on the progress made both in electronic
and photonic domains and will be very competitive once a low cost technology base is
fully developed.

0 Reference
1. F. Kiamilev, A. Krishnamoorthy, P Marchand, S. Esener and S.H.ee "Design of
interconnection networks for programmable optoclectronic multiprocessors" Proc.of
Topical meeting on Optical Computing of OSA, Kobe, April 1990.
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A Position Paper on Future Directions in Optical Computing

C. Lee Gl"e
NEC Research Institute

January, 1991

We present a perspective on future directions in optical computing by giving a critical interpretation of the
past successes and failures in optical computing and processing and then speculate on fruitful near and
long term research directions. The danger of making such predictions is well-understood and the reader
is justly cautioned. Furthermore, these arguments are solely the personal opinion of the author and in no
way reflect those of NEC. We interpret the goal of optical computing to be to eventually develop optical
devices and/or systems that will be actively used in real computers or computing problems. Therefore,
our definition of an optical computing success is the actual use of optical devices/systems in "many" real
computers or computing problems (this excludes one-of-a-kind successes). A distinction is made
between near-term goals, those that will fit into actual computing or processing in the next 5 to 10 years,
and long-term goals, the exploration of new computing models, a current example would be neural
networks. [Because a research direction is defined as long-term does not imply that research should not

be currently encouraged or supported.]

Near-term goals: Our view is based on the assumption that current computing technologies (silicon,
III-V's, etc.) and architectures (von Neumann, multiprocessors, etc.) are far from obsolete and will
continue to dominate computation well into the next century and most likely beyond, and that the most
profitable near-term approach for optics is to successfully "fit in" to these technologies. [For example, the
microprocessor industry conservatively predicts that using reasonable extensions of existing
technologies, the microprocessor in the year 2000 will be a 64 bit 1/4 GHz, GIP machine with a 6 square
cm active area and 0.1 micron line resolution. These projections totally ignore the most recent progress
in memory-based wafer scale integration and significant improvements in chip power dissipation.] We
contend that existing technologies are very difficult to replace unless the replacing technology offers not
only improved performance characteristics, but also such mundane aspects as improved cost,
ruggedness, manufacturability, Integrability, etc. In replacing an existing technology, one can choose to
replace all or part(s) of it. When a technology is just about peaked in performance, then replacing it with
alternate technolglies seems reasonable (ex. steam engines replacing animals as sources of power.).
For an unpeaked technology - silicon, III-V's - it seems more reasonable to look for methods which now or
in the future wl drastically Improve total system performance. This seems to be why optical
interconnects and memory have been successes, they readily fit into existing technologies and offer
improved performance. But why have optical signal processors and pattern recognizers not been
successful? Memory and interconnects are basic hardware primitives innate to all computation; Fourier-
based processing and pattern recognition are specialized complex operations. We argue that a
replacement technology stands a better chance of success if it replaces primitive, widely-used operations
instead of complex specialized ones. Of course today's complex specialized operations could be
commonplace tomorrow. At present signal processing is either done in software and in specialized DSP
chips that are programmable and capable of performing a multitude of signal processing operations - not
the few specialized operations of optical signal processing systems. What is not of issue here is also
important -whether a process is analog is of no importance as long as it integrates into existing systems.
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To summarize, we argue that optics will have the best opportunities at short term successes if the optical

process offers enhanced performance to existing or projected systems. For example, with the continuing

integration of traditional technologies due to inceasing size and density, optical interconnections with its
enormous bandwidtths seems a certain winner.

Long-term goals: The future directions of computing seem to be best described by the descriptions -
"more" and 'friendly." We will discuss only the "more" - i.e. more speed, more memory, more power per

computer, more computers (parallelism, usually defined as a multitude of computers working together in
some productive fashion). We interpret the friendly" part of computation to be a function of software and

not hardware, of course realizing that the software might be highly dependent on the power of the
hardware available. We feel that optics has little if any role to play in software. Many computer scientists
predict that for the next decade and beyond, parallel computation will start to have a significant influence
on computation, regardless of existing machines and their long lifespans. It would seem that optics
should look for roles it can play in parallel computation - from hardware inroads to a potential impact on
parallel computer architecture design. This is a direction that is currently being pursued to a limited extent
in optical computing. However, an essential question relates to the old cart and horse problem. Can
architecture considerations have much impact and meaning when the hardware doesn't exist? Probably
not. Certainly some optical computing architecture research is motivating, but it will soon end without
existing hardware. Again, we make a similar argument that the successes of optics in parallel
computation will come from optical processes enhancing performance of parallel computers. Designing a
parallel computer is an extensive "group" task that not only includes hardware but software
considerations. Unless the optical computing community has significant hardware successes, it would be
futile to undertake a "separate" optical parallel computer design. The alternative is to use the leverage of
existing parallel computers and to coordinate research and design with these programs. Thus, we
contend that long-term optical computing should focus on integrating its research into the traditional
directions of parallel computing. This integration could take on many directions, from data flow machines
to neural networks.

Conclusions: We contend that the field of optical computing would best be served by focusing primarily
on optical processes that enhance the performance of existing, planned and future digital computers,
whether they be serial or parallel. These optical processes, either digital or analog, should be appropriate

and crucial for th computer architecture for which they are planned. The optical subsystems or
components would stand the best chance of use and success if they are as computationally primitive as
possible (this is cwtinly a functon of the type of computer and what is primitive now might not be so in
the future]. We ao believe that the field is well served if some selected research is directed toward new
directions in cormputation or computing, so that the further use of emerging optical computing
technologies is continuously encouraged.

C. Lee Giles Internet: giles@research.nj.nec.com
NEC Research Institute UUCP: princetonlneclgiles
4 Independence Way Phone: (609) 951-2642
Princeton, NJ 08540 FAX: (609) 961-2482
USA



Position Iaport Letts Not Negleot the Arohiteotures

3(3k. Haney

BDU International, Inc.

There has been a great deal of recent excitement in Optical
Computing (OC) about the rapid advances made in component

technology and the significant engineering accomplishments being

made in demonstrations. Furthermore, there has evolved a nov and
interesting emphasis on the application of CAD tools to the
design of optical computers. These developments are extremely

important to the eventual success of 00. However, I fear that

there has been a concurrent decrease in attention to the

development of architectures, and, more specifically, the mapping
of computing problems onto them. This inattention seems to have
occurred at exactly the wrong time -- before a clear,

auantitative case is made for 00 vis-a-vis specific computing
problems. Rven more troubling is the attitude, expressed by

some, that architectural developments will follow *easily," once

the technology has arrived.

There are several reasons for this situation, not the least

of which are the many years of "paper architectures* that were

often not well thought out and not sapped onto problems to show

their significance. There developed a real (and somewhat

jutified) disparagement toward the continuous stream of new

architectures. Consequently, vith the pace of device technology

rapidly accelerating, a "Just do itS" attitude developed --

almost as a knee-jerk reaction and despite the lack of a clearly

or even vaguely defined path to ultimate success. The emphasis

in 00 has therefore rapidly swung from the domain of the

extremely theoretical and broadly focused computer architects to

that of the experimental and narrowly focused physicists and

engineers.

neither of these situations is healthy, but the new

developments night harbor ore danger to the 00 field. In the



former situation we were subject to the criticism: "Yes, but
what does it mean?" Now we are in a more precarious position.

If we are unable to make convincing arguments about the

extensibility of the architectures we demonstrate, then the
criticism might become: "Is that all there is?"

There needs to be renewed attention to the middle ground.
We must concentrate on developing architectural concepts on which
real problems can be sapped. We need apnljgg computer architects

that measure success by a computer's performance on well-defined

problems or benchmarks rather than by general metrics such as
throughput and number of interconnections, whose true meaning are

difficult to discern. To accomplish this, the OC field needs

more generalists -- to link the now component technologies

together to solve specific problems. Perhaps new CAD tools can

help make the arguments, but some first order analysis should
also be possible without the. The applied computer architects

must strive to divorce themselves from favorite technologies or
architectural notions.

In summaryI we need to adopt a "focused top-down"

perspective in OC. By this I mean that we should begin with

specific computing problems (not broad problem types) on which

the performance of electronic computers are already well

characterized. The advantages of proposed photonic solutions can

then be evaluated more readily. We should strive to make

statements like the following: aif technology X is applied in

architecture T, then problem Z can be solved with projected

performance ents A, , and C.8



Can Ootlcal Switches Make the World a Better Place to Comoute In?

Saul Levy
Department of Computer Science

Rutgers University

This meeting is addressing problems of using digital optical

switches. From what I've heard, the assumption seems to have been

made that as soon as we produce a good digital optical gate, the world

of computer architects will beat a path to our door. Everyone here

knows the promises of optics: great communication, enormous paral-

lelism, amazing switching speeds, even more remarkable storage

densities. How does this promise compare to the promise of existing

technologies? We must never underestimate the built-in advantages of

an existing technology; there are large numbers of specialists (some

of whom are very bright) who understand the technology, there is a

major effort to improve the technology incrementally (often in very

large increments), and probably most important of all there is a large

infrastructure of very smart and committed people who provide all the

ancillary hardware and software which support the current technolo-
gies. The technology of television and video terminals is very close;

they both use the same video tubes, and much of the same analog dis-

play circuitry, and there are tens of millions of television sets in this

country. When a digital high definition television system is adopted, it
will surely be all electronic, and might even induce a serious return to
the manufacture of memory chips on the part of domestic ic manufac-

turers. The enormous volume of digital electronic circuits that will be

generated in response to that new technology will drive costs for
those components down very rapidly. And even if the new IDTV is

slow in coming, the current technology is improving at an absolutely

amazing rate, and has sustained that rate of improvement over a very

long period. Growth of the performance of computers has increased
0 at an annual rate of 20% to 35% per year for the last 20 years, semi-

conductor memory densities have been quadrupling every three years,

with prices of DRAM chips dropping at 40% per year (till they level off

at about $1 independent of size)'. Even when one considers disk

1 Hennessy, John L. & David A Patterson Computer Architecture A Quantitative
Approach. Morgan Kauffman ,1990
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storage (where optical devices have an obvious physical advantage and

a thriving infrastructure), magnetic disks have achieved storage den-

sities as great as optical disks, and read/write/access characteristics

which are far superior to their optical counterparts, and they still

continue to improve at a rapid rate.

There is a great deal of work on architectures which use the

current technologies. System architects are comfortable with the

characteristics of the technology, and have a sufficient understanding

of the limitations of the technology to design around them. Barring a

miracle (or some other substantial occurrence) the current architects

will determine what the next generation of computers will look like. I

think it's clear, even to the most optimistic among us, that, if we hope

to impact computer architectures, we have to first find a niche, a
place where the current technology is weak. Then, using that niche as

an opening wedge, we can introduce optical technology to the design-

ers as a solution to a problem they really believe exists. Right now,

there is a tremendous air of confidence that improvements in the cur-

rent technologies will lead to teraops computing in Just a few years,

with the use of clever massively parallel architectures. Fortunately for

us, a critical physical problem in constructing massively parallel com-

puters is massively parallel communication, a problem for which op-

tics is uniquely well suited. So I believe that's our opening wedge.
We can hook them on optical interconnections. But how will we follow

up? What else can we do better with optics than they can do with

electronics? We talk about faster switching, but their switches are

getting faster every day, and to switch fast we'll need large amounts f

optical power (which is difficult to come by, and may require low duty

cycles); so It's not clear we have a winner there. But what we do have

is the precise control of the movement of data between switches.

Electronic circuits can only be reliably pipellned in relatively complex

chunks because of the need to insert buffers between pipeline stages

which increase the latency of the operation, limiting the potential

speedup due to use of the pipeline. We, on the other hand, can con-

trol the data flow so precisely that we can consider pipelining at the

individual gate or switch level without requiring any buffers between

the pipeline stages.



Spatially Multiplexed Optical Content-Addressable-Memory

For Digital Optical Array Logic and Arithmetic Processing
Yao Li

Department of Electrical Engineering,
City College of New York, New York, NY 10031.

I. Background
The use of a programmable array logic concept in optical computing where optics is

mainly used for switching and routing rather than a direct logic gating has recently been
recognized [1-7]. An N variable logic function can be expressed as

k

f [(1X2 1, -]i (1)
i-I1

where 1 < k < 2 N-1, X , and denote an OR, an AND, and one of the two states of a
variable, respectively. Eq (1) which implies a logic sum of various N-variable logic product
terms can be further decomposed, using a DeMorgan theorem, to expressions containing
smaller sized logic product terms. Depending on the available optical hardware, the selection
of the product term size for optical programmable logic implementations also varies. The
minimum size (two variable) product terms have been used in shadow-casting-based, and
symbolic-substitution-based array logic approaches. One problem of using a small-sized pro-
duct term is that to process a N-variable function many cascading stages are needed which in
turn slows down the overall processing speed and introduces cascading related problems.

II. Optical Content Addressable Memory (CAM) Array Logic
To overcome the processing slow-down and "over-cascading" caused by the use of small

product term sizes, the optical CAM approach we are currently investigating uses large (lim-
ited by the hardware dynamic range) product terms directly. As an example of generating an
8-variable product term (x e x 20 x 3* d4e -i5 x 6* d7 ds), a schematic encoding and comput-
ing process is shown in Fig.1.

INPUT DATA

0 I 1 1 0 0 0 1 0 0

X x d x, x2 x3 d4 x x. d.do

CAM MASK

FIg.l. Input and CAM encodinp.
Here, d denotes a "don't care" which can be either "1" or "0". To generate an output 1 from
this product term, eight input possibilities which are 11000100, 11000101. 11000110,
11000111, 11010100, 11010101, 11010110, and 11010111. A standard dual-rail input encod-
ing is shown in the left-hand side. A typical input encoded data (the first of the eight given
expressions) is shown in the top right-hand side. The coded CAM mask designed to incor-
porate all eight input possibilities is shown in the bottom of the right-hand side. When the
input pattern carrying one of the eight searched inputs illuminates the CAM mask, a "0" light
is detected which can be electronically thresholded and inverted to generate a logic "1" output.
Inputs other than the eight given will generate residue light at the detector which, after a
threshold and an inversion, corresponds to a "T". The term CAM [3] is used not only because
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of the approach reduces the logic information to its most compact form, but also because the
function's output contents, e.g. "I" and "0", rather than its input locations are used for
addressing. The accuracy of this method for processing a large N product term depends on
the dynamic range of the analog optical and electronic components employed. Fast electronic
threshold detectors with large dynamic range performs a crucial role in this approach.

Now, to process k product terms each having N variables, an optical vector-matrix pro-
cessor architecture [4,7] can be employed [see Fig.21. While the matrix represents an array of
k ID coded CAM mask sequences, the input vector serves as the common input to all k
CAM masks. A ID optical analog intensity summation at the output generates k matching
results for the electronic threshold detector. The major difference between the CAM and con-
ventional optical analog matrix processing is the result treatment at the output. With the opti-
cal matrix algebra where the output needs to be A/D converted, a low accuracy is inevitable,
while with the optical CAM where only a "0" light needs to be distinguished from the other
values, a higher processing accuracy can be expected.

CAM MASK DETECTOR
SOURCE

It (AXIs k i )N var~
Nvariablestl-O• 

I

K mask slices

Fig.2. Optical vector-matrix multiplication for CAM processing.

lII. Spatially Multiplexed Optical CAM Processing
The difference between an optical and an electronic CAM implemented through a pro-

grammable logic array is that the former uses 3D free-space optics to replace the 2D wiring
pattern of the latter. The advantage thus gained by using optics may not be convincing
enough for adopting an optical approach. However, when the optical CAM is used together
with a spatial multiplexing scheme, a feature that electronics has no way to realize, some
obvious advantages appear. By spatial multiplexing we mean that the 2D CAM mask is shared
among a group input vectors so that when different data are processed for the same applica-
tion, no proportional amount of space extension is required. In a SIMD environment,
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Fi&3. A flow diagram for a N-bi parallel MSD adder.
multiple data are identically processed upon execution of an identical instruction. A typical
numerical example is to add two N bit MSD numbers where MSD adder units acquires six
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inputs to generate each bit addition result (see Fig.3). The use of free-space optical CAM
allows to generate the parallel MSD addition result on-the-fly by integrating many vector-
matrix product processor to one matrix-matrix product system. On the other hand, when the
identical processing task is handled by an electronic CAM approach, the repetitive use of
hardware is inevitable. The recent breakthrough in the multiple matrix multiplication schemes
has provided a technological base to implement a spatially multiplexed CAM logic and arith-
metic processor [8-9]. In Fig.4. one typical approach for a fully parallel N channel multiplexed
CAM-based MSD adder is depicted. The required matrix-matrix multiplication is performed
through a triple matrix product processor by setting one of the three matrices to an unity
matrix.

A

*f 0-- ABC

A E3 C

Is 50 N+1

Fig.4. Spatially multiplexed (through matrix-matrix multiplication) optical CAM MSD adder.

IV. Conclusions

It is the size of the optical logic product term that determines the processing speed and
efficiency. Using the available optical and electronic hardware, it is preferred to implement
optical programmable logic arrays with large logic product terms. For an optical programmable
logic array to be efficiently used, it should be designed in such a way that can process "don't
care" variables. The logic contents rather than locations should be used for addressing. To
incorporate unique advantages of optical processing, spatial multiplexing should be considered
in the design. The spatially multiplexed optical CAM processor will find many applications in
SIMD processing where different input data needs to be identically processed.
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A New Optical Interconnection Technique
For Architectures Involving Wafer-Scale Arrays
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Introduction sities, is shown in Figure 1. The figure de-

It has been argued that optical techniques picts a semiconductor-wafer scale network

can provide interconnection networks for based on the use of a two-dimensional pla-

complex electronic systems with i t nar optical waveguide as a broadcast medi-

advantages over present electronic intercon- ur [21. The proposed network has many of

nection techniques [e.g., ref 1]. These ad- the advantages of optical broadcast net-
vantages include increased interconnection works based on a star coupler [3] and, in
density and bandwidth, as we as the poten- fact, an integrated optical waveguide star

tial for dynamic reconfigurability. One proper- coupler network could be used in place of the

ty of optics which provides some of the justi- planar waveguide, though at considerable in-

fication for such optimism is the non-inter- crease in complexity and size. Anticipated

acting nature of light: unlike electrical disadvantages of the planar guide, compared

signals in wires, optical signals can pass with the complete star coupler network, are

through each other without interfering, the relatively inefficient use of optical energy
Ufrthrugh ahte, thointererin, feand a wide dynamic-range requirement for
Unfortunately, this non-interaction feature the optical receivers.

of light is not exploited in most waveguide- Figure l(a) depicts the surface of a semi-
based networks which use optical fiber or in- conductor wafer containing a planar array of
tegrated optical waveguides and switches, electronic processing elements (PE's) each

In these architectures, individual signals are of which is in electrical contact with an opti-

confined to unique waveguides. The proper- cal source and an optical detector used for

ty is used to advantage in some free-space communications with other PE's (as well

interconnection schemes which employ lens- cmwits wit and P ut ( -

es or holographic imaging techniques. These ms wih ae n t n Assu for

architectures,ments which are not shown). Assuming, for
lemapropte atios ahow e s annecessari- example, a 4-inch diameter semiconductorlem: propagation path lengths ar eesai wafer divided into 256 local compuation re-
ly comparable to the array linear dimensions wfrdvldit 5 oa optto e
ly aoidmpa tthay lnar imeio gions gives each region an area of approxi-
to avoid implacually large numerical aper- mately 25 square millimeters, or about that

tures. For the case of interconnections be- of a current reasonably powerful micropro-
tween planar, N X N, arrays of elements, for o urn esnbypwru irpo
teamplaa, Nis Xeans Nt ar ofy e ln fror- cessor chip. This area will contain electronic
example, this means that not only will prop a- logic and storage as well as an optical trans-

gation delays increase wiih N, but also the lic and rage as eleatical e -

packing efficiency (elements per unit volume nutter and receiver. The electrical drive pow-
er requirements of the optical source and

in a multi-stage system) will fall as I. electronics will be approximately equal.

A Planar Broadcast Network Figure l(b) shows the various layers in-
An architecture which takes advantage of cluding the optical guiding layer in which

the non-interacting nature of light and, at the light propagates in much the same way that
same time, allows for very high packing den- radio waves propagate along the surface of

Page I



electronic integrated circuit
optical detector

(a) optical transmitter

optical planar waveguide
optical sources & detectors

electronic components
(b substrate

Figure 1. Top(a) and edge(b) views of a proposed wafer-scale network of electronic cir-
cuits (e.g. microprocessors) interconnected via a two-dimensional optical waveguide. The
planar waveguide distributes signals from each optical transmitter to all receivers in a broad-
cast and select mode.

the earth: fight coupled omnidirectionally in- For multi-layer systems, it will be neces-
to the guide at any point on the disc is broad- sary to move data on or off of the single wa-
cast to every element on the wafer. The de- fer discussed here. This can be done using
tected signal strength will fall as l/d, where point-to-point communications links be-
d is the separation between source and de- tween corresponding elements on adjacent
tector. For a 1 millimeter diameter detector, wafers. The resulting system completely
the maximum loss due to signal spreading is interconnects a high density three-dimen-
about 25 dB in this example. Assuming an sional array, such as that of reference[4],
additional 5 dB for propagation and coupling without the need for multiple passes which
losses and a coupled transmitter power of increase latency and add traffic to the net-
1 mW, this means that the receiver will de- work.
tect at least 1 gW (-30 dBm).

The resulting network might be operated References
in a manner imilar to that of an Ethernet [1] J.W. Goodn, FJ. LconbfrVer, S-Y Kung, andbus athugh th tme-ivsin-ultlexd R.A. Athake "Optical Interconnections for VLSI Sys-
bus, although the me-vision-m tipx tems," Proceedings of the IEEE, Vol. 72, pp.850-
(TDMA) chan=l capacity might be as much gW6g94).
as 10 GBits/s and the maximum propagation [2] RA Linke, "A Proposed Optical-Interconnection
time wotxid be about one nanosecond. If Technique Employing a Two-Dimensional Waveguide
greater capacities are required, the optical as a Broadcast Medium," Topical Meeing on Photonic
bandwidth of the medium may be exploited Switching, PS'91, Salt Lake City, March 6-8,1991
using wavelength multiplexing. Multiple [3] CA. Brackem "Dense Wavelength Division Multi-

plexed Networks: Principles and Applications," IEEE
channels might operate in parallel at differ- J. on Selected Areas in Commn., voL 8, no.6, pp.948-
ent wavelengths or wavelength routing could 964, 1990.
be used with tunable optical sources or de- [4] I. Hayashi, "Photoelectronic Integration for the
tectors. Optical Computing," OC'90, Kobe, paper 9F2, 1990.
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In this paper, we assess the roles of optics in future computer designs. First an overview of major

proposals aimed at significantly increasing computer performance is given. This is followed by a
discussion on the near-term (evolutionary) role of optics in these high performance computers. We
then assess the long-term (revolutionary) role of optics in future parallel computing paradigms and
execution models.

A. Major Proposals for the Design of High-performance Computers

There are basically three schools of thought as to what is the most important factor in obtaining
significantly higher performance. The first school believes that system speed may be increased by
faster circuit and packaging technologies. This approach exploits coarse-grain parallelism by em-
ploying few (4-to-16) very complex, and possibly heterogeneous, interconnected processing elements
(PEs). These PEs are supposed to operate at very high clock rates. This is the case for CRAY, ETA,
Fujitsu, and Hitachi line of computers. The second school of thought puts priority on medium to
fine-grain parallelism where a large number (100 to millions) of relatively small, homogeneous PEs
are interconnected together. These PEs can simultaneously execute the same instruction on different
data (SIMD systems such as array processors, systolic processors, content-addressable processors),
or autonomously execute diverse instructions on different data (MIMD). This approach insists on re-
taining conventional sequential languages and architectures for the PEs and depends strongly on the
use of concurrency between instructions. This concurrency must be detectable in high-level language
programs and managed at the hardware level.

There are two major categories within the second school of thought, depending on the way PEs
communicate. The first one is called shared-memory multiprocessors where interprocessor coordina-
tion is accomplished through a global shared-memory that each PE can address. The second one
is called distributed-memory or multicomputers where several PEs, each with its own local mem-
ory, are connected with a processor-to-processor interconnection network. PEa communicate by
explicitly passing messages through the interconnection network (hence the name message-passing
architectures).

The third school of thought believes that a dramatic increase in performance will come from
unconventional (or non-von Neumann) architectures based on new parallel models of computations
that will allow dramatic exploitation of parallelism. Data-driven (dataflow) and demand-driven
(reduction) computing are examples of such models. This school of thought promotes both pro-
grammability and performance. For programmability, new languages (e.g., functional languages)
that are not dependent on the sequential model of computation, free from side effects, and allow
explicit and implicit exploitation of concurrency are desirable. For performance, highly concurrent
systems that avoid centralized control are more desirable.



B. Evolutionary Role of Optics

In the short-term, optics will complement electronics where the strength of optics lie. In the
following we see how optics can help break the performance barriers faced by electronics in each
major school of thought.

The first approach relies on interconnecting very powerful processors that require mass storage
and a very large communication bandwidth network (Gigabits/s). However, since the number of PEs
is small, optics may prove to be the ideal choice for the design of the high-speed network. In fact,
a generalized crossbar would be within the capabilities of optics in this case. In addition, optical
storage technology (optical disks and volume holography) may also play a fundamental role in the
storage and parallel I/O requirements of such computers.

The second approach requires a large number of interconnected PEs. For the shared-memory
system, the major problems are memory latency, process synchronization, and cache coherence. In
principle, optics could be used to alleviate memory contention by providing contention-free par-
allel read access to the global memory. Moreover, the capability of broadcasting communication
for global optical signals such as the clock and other synchronization signals can be used to solve
the synchronization and cache coherence problems. details will be given at the workshop. The
distributed-memory model relies heavily on the topology and speed of the network used to intercon-
nect the large number of PEs. The performance of this model depends on the degree of connectivity
of the communication network. Obviously, a crossbar or a fully connected network is unfeasible for
this model because of the large number of PEs involved. Therefore, networks with less connectivity
are usually used at the account of a longer message delivezy time. However, reconfigurable opti-
cal interconnects may provide a much higher degree of connectivity at an acceptable (if not faster)
message delivery time.

The most popular model for the third approach is the datafiow model. Despite the fact that the
dataflow approach seems to exploit maximum parallelism, its current implementations are failing to
achieve the proclaimed performance due primarily to (1) the lack of adequate communication support
to satisfy the high data traffic between PEs, and (2) to the runtime overhead required to manage the
tag operations and the relatively costly associative mechanism needed to implement the matching
store. Clearly, optics can be used to solve both problems very efficiently. Optics can provide adequate
communication support for dataflow. In addition, it can significantly reduce the runtime overhead
incurred by tag matching operations. Matching symbols in optics can be implemented at a speed of
light.

C. Long-Term Role of Optics

The long-term role of optics will be in the context of a uniform technology where information
processing, communication, and storage are all in optical form. This uniform technology will require
several key components which in my opinion are absent today. The unique properties of optics
namely, spatial parallelism, speed, linear superposition, polarization, and non-interfering communi-
cations must be exploited at the component design level to produce fundamental building blocks
which will open new horizons for computer architects. Because of the communication superiority of
optical signals and the low degree of flexibility of optical systems, the first generation of all-optical
computing architectures would likely to be based on communication-intensive computing models with
multi-dimensional topologies, and exploiting fine-grain parallelism and decentralized control. In addi-
tion, optical compute-intensive special-purpose units (such as optical FFT units, matrix-manipulator
units, and matching units) would be available for insertion into these main architectures.



Englneerlng (Deslgn Trade-Off) Issues in
Optoelectronk Computing

Dau-Tsuong Lu, R. Patui, Y. Fainman, F. Klamilev, S. Esener. and S. H. Lme
University of California at San Diego

To cope with the ever increasing demand on computing power, it is not enough to rely only on ase device technol-
ogy. it is necessary to utilize parallel processing, Involving a network of many processors. While the intercomections
among neighboring processing elements can be done electronivally, inwrconnecions among far-away processing elements
(global interconnections) can be done better optically in fre space. Optoclectronic parallel computing systems utilizing
free-space inteiconnections have been shown analytically to provide bcur performance (in terns of system clock speed,
interconnection bandwidth and area, tic.) than pure elecuronic parallel computing systems whcn the size of the systems are

aed up.' '  Moreover, they can support new computing architectures (e.g. those based on expmdak graphs and twin
butterfly nterconnection networks),' 4 which are very difficult for pure clocurunk systems to support.

In parallel computing there = many wurhituu-al issues to investigate. They include computational models (SIMD vs
MIMD, shared vs disributed memory). I0 (meanory hierarchy. auxiliary storage), interconnection network (efficient intcr-
processor and processor-memory communication), nmi sue (coare vs Ane) md fault toleance (redundancy,
recanig tion, graceful performance degradation). At UCSD, we began to investigate ft trade-off issues involved in
designing interconnection network. Based on technological conraints, we examine the trade-offs, for example, among
processing element (1E) complexity, intee onection complexity, and time. PB complexity includ, he (application depen-
dent) signal processing logic, local memory and the number of dtector and modulaturs (or light emitscr). Optical intetco
nection complexity coneponds to graph complexity and hologram complexity, and is proportional to tte number of de-
tors and modulators per P and the army se, lime is to run time to complete an application.

A. Pl Complexity vs Optical Interconnect Complexity

Assuming the silicon wafer and hologram rms arc fixed, higlhe PS complexity (mor signal processing logics or local
memory) means smaller PE array siz mid reduced inteucomnct complexity. unless the numbers of deectors and modulators
per PE are increased.

B . Pg CompeitysTm
When the number of d1e690 per PS I8small, the PE complexiy and intermauction density are also small. To

implement an algodunm. a large number of Interconction stge anid long econflguradon/wm time will be necessary. Dy
increasing the number of detectors per P, the Pg complexity is Inceaed. But, the number of Inarconnection stages and
recongtwatioune time can be reduced at the expenscs of the interconnection density as well as holoUpam complexity.

Routing Ume on twin buurfly cm be reduced by queueing and plpelining. This corresponds to an increase in local

memy size in each Pg.
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C. Optical Interconnection Complexity vs Time

We could reduce the number of interconnection stages, msulting in roduction in the interconnection compicaity. How-
ever, we would need to use these limited number of stages repeatedly w achieve the oriinal expansion. ie. trading off time.
In the following ligure,the 9-stage expander graph is reduced to two stages. Data is muted foma Pls in Plane U to PEs in
Plane U' via random mapping cr permutation, and from PE& in Plane V to PEs in Plain V' via v permutmion. Pi* U' and
Plane V' will perform the compare and exchange operation using a srlight-tlhu gh Inte'tonnecdon. Another random per
mutation is obtained by using ( and r twice to get a2 T2. Thus I different one-toone permutaions am obtained in P i2 time
using only two Intcrcormccuon&

The expander graph generation algriatun permits an lnterconnactlon between any twu PEs. In th wiorns cm, thes
two PEs may be locatel on opposite cotnra, resuting in a large delcctian mgle. By reducing to spaial randomness of
dose interconnections, we reduce the worst cue separation of the Interconnected pai of Ps. Th consequent radactian in
defiectio angle OWNtx decreme in inteconnection as well as hologram complcxty. However, roduced randomnsss means
reduced expansion, which has to be coaqensvad by IoW rning time.

l ) ohangl

Trade-offs ao aR b tween uhal b (hoog ) complexity and longldinxal complexty (sysem leng) of the inar-
connection system m on. By analyzing the Interconnecion matrix, we could decompom a complex hologpum for
interconnection Into a Umnb lmnon of simpler holopams. Hence, lateral complexity is waded for longitudinal complkxy of
the optics] symm.
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Perspective #1 - Examples of how computer architecture affects optical computing
A common observation in electronic computing is that approximately 90% of the execution time of
a computer program is spent in just 10% of the code, and further, that accesses to main memory by
a program tend to be clustered in local areas. Thus, the use of cache memory is motivated, where
just the localized part of the 10% is stored in a small, fast memory that is logically closer to the
central processing unit (CPU) than is the main memory. If we make the rest of main memory as
fast as the cache, then performance will not be significantly affected since most of the program is
spent in just a small part of the code, so that there is little motivation for making all of computer
memory out of the fast cache logic devices. This paradigm reappears in computing in many places,
and if we extend this paradigm to the optical computing world, we should consider that an entire
digital optical computer does not need to be made up of fast optical logic devices in order to be
effective. Rather, a mix of optical/electronic or fast optical/slow optical logic devices should be
considered. As an example of the latter, FLC devices are relatively slow when compared with
MQW devices, but require less optical energy to switch and hold their state. Thus, FLC devices
may be a good complement for MQW devices, possibly in main memory or in reconfiguring the
interconnects.

Perspective #2 - In order to construct an optical computer, we have to give up
some of the flexibility that we enjoy in electronic technologies.
Our work at Rutgers extends from the work done at Bell Labs. The basis of the work is an all-
optical digital computer that is composed of optical logic arrays interconnected in free space. We
have found that there are a lot of freedoms afforded to us in electronic technologies that we don't
need in digital optical computing. For example, we can get away with regular interconnection
patterns at the gate level such as perfect shuffles between optical logic gates. We can get away

* with fan-ins and fan-outs of only two. All of the logic on an optical logic array can be of the same
type such as AND or OR, rather than an arbitrary mix of logic gates that we use in electronics. We
can construct our entire computer with non-associative logic such as NOR, which means that
relative logical inversions cannot be made without resorting to an alternate logic system such as
dual-rail logic. We can maintain a strict logic-interconnect-repeat architecture so that all signals

0 travel through the same number of identical logic gates. We can have all of our logic gates running
at the same speeds, unlike electronic VLSI where we can take advantage of transistor sizing to
trade speed for area. We can live with all of these restrictions in the interest of simplifying the
construction of optical processors, but when all of these restrictions are taken in conjunction,
performance suffers significantly. The primary areas of cost that these restrictions affect are gate

* count and circuit latency. The suggestion here is that something has got to improve, for example
fan-in and fan-out, or maybe the complexity of the interconnects.



Perspective #3 - Symbolic substitution
I joined Alan Huang's group at Bell Labs in 1983, which was the year that Alan presented his
symbolic substition paper at the International Optical Computing Conference in Cambridge. At the
time, Alan explained that he was trying to get people to work in the image planes rather than in the
Fourier domain, and to show that an optical computer only needs simple configurations of optical
logic arrays with simple, regular interconnection patterns. At Bell Labs we explored this area for a
while, and it paid off in a number of ways. For example, device people were encouraged to
continue working on optical logic arrays, optical systems people started looking into
implementation problems, and architecture people looked into the problem of mapping arbitrary
problems onto the regularized model. As work progressed, people realized that a more efficient
computer can be constructed if we treat the optical logic gates as logic gates, and the interconnects
as interconnects, rather than mapping problems into symbolic substitution first. My opinion is that
symbolic substitution has had a great influence in advancing some areas of optical computing, and
that it is certainly academically interesting, but that it is not very practical when compared with
more direct methods. The basic model of logic-interconnect-repeat that a number of researchers
use today hasn't changed from Huang's original proposal, but the architectures are different since
the emphasis is no longer on symbolic substitution.

Perspective #4 - Can optics do something that electronics cannot?
It appears that optical logic gates cannot operate faster than electronic logic gates, because it is the
same underlying phenomena that governs switching in optics and electronics. There is a 250 MHz
electronic RISC processor that has been demonstrated at Rensselaer. Given that there is no
fundamental reason that optical switching should be faster than electronic switching, and that
electronic switching is aledy so fast, the question arises as to whether there is something that
optics can do that electronics cannot, or is it just a matter of better engineering?

Perspective #1 above hints that not all of a computer needs to be optical in order to appreciate a
gain in performance. Perspective #4 (this one) argues for an all-optical digital computer because
there are some profound things that an all-optical technology can do that an electronic or hybrid
optical/electronic technology cannot do. When all of the gate-level interconnections are in free
space, then we know that we can only have faults in the active logic gates. Further, when all of the
optical logic gates are isolated from each other, as in S-SEED arrays and other optical logic arrays,
then we can independently observe each logic gate for failure, and isolate failed logic gates from
others by performing some manipulation in free space such as a masking operation. Thus, we can
deal with graer chip sizes and poorer yields than electronic technologies allow. We also have the
capability to caomesely rewire the gate-level interconnect of an optical computer on every time
step. So far example, we can have a 68000 processor on one time step, a SPARC processor on
the next, and a signal processor on yet another time step. At Rutgers we are exploring the
development of a compiler that generates object code for an architecture that it also produces. This
is a profound departure from conventional electronic computing, and obviously cannot be
supported by conventional electronic computing as long as we use physical wires to carry
information. The question that remains to be answered is how important these issues are.



Fine-grain parallelism: A Simple Machine
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Two key areas of interest in parallel computer architectures are---

* Systems to handle problems with an extremely high degree of parallelism

* Automatic extraction of parallelism inherent in a problem

To achieve high levels of parallelism, processing elements must be numerous, and therefore, simple. We

present an architecture consisting of a linearly connected "stream" of aggressively simplified processors
and local memory elements.

The processors essentially implement a variation of Tumer's combinators--- these are "string rewriting"
transformations of little computational complexity. Combinators are an execution technique proposed for

functional programming languages, and have the desirable property of automatically exposing data-
movement parallelism. The combinators flow down the stream, and are acted upon opportunistically by
the processors as they pass. Eventually no further reductions occur, leaving the results in the stream.

Additional "pseudo-combinaors" can be added for non-data-movement purposes--- for example
arithmetic or list processing. Computationally expensive pseudo-combinators (for example, division) can

be relegated to special pseudo-combinator specific processors distributed relatively infrequently
throughout the stream. This scheme is highly flexible, potentially allowing streams to be optimized for

specific problems, but there is potential for latency problems- this is an area of ongoing refinement, as

the tradeoffs in placement and coalescing of different processor types are currently unclear.

This architecture is currently being investigated with simulations in preparation for VLSI implementation

later in 1991. Illustrations drawn from simulations of one detailed potential hardware partitioning of this
architecture are presented.



Optical Computers or Optics in Computing?
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In this paper I will address computer architects as an abstract group (not including me!). In
Webster's dictionary an architect is defined as
I. One who designs (computers) and advises in their construction.
2. One who plans and achieves a difficult objective.
Most of us attending this workshop can be described as potential computer architects since
we have offered plenty of advice in the form of papers and talks. Also the architecture
must rake into account the devices, and the packaging, as well as the overall system layout
so it is impossible to separate these aspects. This makes understanding and comrnunicaton
between experts in these different fields essential to the overall system architecture. Which
means we have to have workshops like this!

0 We at AT&T, as well as several other groups have put together a number of demonstration
systems which we have all somewhat arbitrarily designated as optical processors
(computers?). My working definition of an optical processor is one in which aHl the
connections between logic gates are optical. The devices we are using have also somewhat
arbitrarily been defined as optical logic gates, because the logical inputs and outputs are
optical. Our particular devices are more clearly described as electro-optic. There is no such

0 thing as an all-optical gate or an all-optical computer. Since the system definitions are so
unclear it is natural to ask what is meant by optical computing architectures, and in
particular what if anything is different from conventional computer architectures? Before
trying to answer this question I would like to give my own entirely unbalanced view of the
status of optics in computing.

Optical fiber systems are clearly useful for longer distance communications, and are fiding
increasing uses for shorter distances. Systems operating at 200Mbit/s over 100s of feet are
becoming commercially viable. Fiber systems oper'ng over distances of 10s of feet and
operating at >500Mbits/s will probably become viable in the near term.

Many proposals and simiple demonstrations have been carried out using both free space and
waveguide systems to implement optical interconnect at the backplane level, but it is
unclear when or whether any of these are going to become viable in real machines.

As I sm in the fim .aragrah, we have defined an optical processor (computer) to be
one which uses interconnect at the gate-to-gate level. What I did not say is that the
technolofs we have developed can be used to provide optical interconnect at the chip to
chip leveL We can use the same device technology to provide optical 1/0 with some
electrical processing. Indeed we could view the end result as a VLSI chip with optical input
and outputa the exact partitioning depending on the architectural design. The viability of this
approach is also unclear, although good physical justifications in terms of power
disaipanon would encourage us to believe that eventually its time will cme.
The sequence in which I have presented my views represents an evolutionary view, with
optics slowly penetrating the communication hierarchy of de computer. It implies no
astounding leaps in architecture. It would represent a gradual evolution from an all
electronic system, as the amount of optics used increases, and would not necessitate a
particular field called "Optical Computing Architecture".



However if the latter approach, with optical interconnect at the chip to chip and gate togate
level becomes technically feasible, before the intermediate approach of waveguide or fiber
backplane connectors, this would leave the door open for revolutionary architectural
approaches, with systems consisting of chips with dense, fast and regular optical 1/0.
Designing systems using this type of technology should provide some chatlenges for
would-be optical computer architects.

So far, many advances have taken place in the device technology at least at the research
level, and we have put together some very primitive systems using these devices. These
systems have proven that given enough space and money we can build "optical
processors". In order to get to the next stage- beyond research - we need a serious system
drive to generate sufficient resources and to find out what the real problems are.
Telecommunications switching systems seem to be our principle drive just now. These
systems tend to have much higher communications requirements than computers, making
the use of optics in the short term more likely.

The challenge for optica, computer architects is to develop some more specific system goals
and some specific architectures so we can continue working on new device and packaging
technologies. We need some focus in order to attack the real systems issues involved in
implementing a particular design. If we have no focus optical interconnect is going to
penetrate in an evolutionary manner and there will be no field of optical computer
architecture, it'll just be computer architecture. Similarly the field of optical computing will
simply be engulfed by the field of high speed digital system design.

My own view, which I hope will change during this conference, is that the evolutionary
approach is more likely to prevail. This would entail adng a system being designed using
digital electronics and seeing if optics can offer some performance enhancement. In this
way we are leveraging off previous system design. Perhaps then then we can develop
sufficient technologies that novel architectural approaches will become viable. I hope
somebody comes up with a novel architecture using optics which is demonstrably better
than any conventional architectures, since I would much rather participate in a revolution
than evolution.



Approaching the problem of high density interconnects in the 'Monsoon'

data-flow parallel processor with optics.

Fred Richard and Michael Lebby

Motorola Inc.
Phoenix Corporate Research Laboratories

Photonics Technology Center

The 'Monsoon' data-flow parallel processing project has evolved initially through
funding by DARPA to MIT. Presently, to satisfy the industrial partner requirements,
Motorola Inc., has taken the responsibility to demonstrate a working 16 node processor
version in 1991. It is becoming evident that the interconnect problem for such systems
may not be easily solved using electrical interconnect designs common in the computer
industry today. New, novel optical methods may be required that will offer both cost, and
performance advantages over existing electrical approaches.

The essence of this project is not to directly find solutions to the 'optical computer'
problem that has been researched extensively over the last two decades, but to
examine the role of optical interconnects and finding a competitive technology that can
co-exist with or even replace the current electrical technologies.

It has been argued that a general purpose computer consisting of multiple
processors must be scalable, i.e., one can show that when the node number is
increased, the performance will increase. It has also been stated that the architectures
of such systems must address the system level inefficiency problem which turns out to
be a result of both memory latency and idling due to synchronization requirements. If a
well engineered parallel processor is constructed, these inefficiencies could be reduced
through the sheer parallelism of the program. Latency, could be improved s~mply by
pipelining the instructions, but the limitations of single thread computation in a Von
Neumann processor makes this solution temporary. Other techniques that could be
used to reduce latency unfortunately increase the burden on switching capabilities. It
has also been argued that the cost of synchronization in serial Von Neumann
architectures is prohibitive. Data-flow systems like Monsoon actually treat each
instruction as a task and by allowing very small hardware synchronization cost per
executed instruction, offer excellent flexibility in scheduling instructions to reduce
processor idle time.

In data-flow computing the processor performs the computation as soon as all the
necessary input data is available, or waits until the results of the computation are
demanded by other processors. The importance of this technique is that data flows
through the system in parallel and provides a high level of concurrency in computation.
However, it has one big disadvantage that has prevented it from becoming a practical
success: the enormous requirement of interconnections. For the case of a 16 node
system the need for an optical interconnect technology is questionable, but for larger
systems with many more nodes interfacing with each other, the case for optics becomes
much stronger. The Monsoon switching system routes data packets to and from
processing elements directly using 4X4 cross-bar switches as shown in Figure 1. Each
processing element has dedicated input and output ports each to a 4X4 switch.
Monsoon's performance depends on the ability to send and receive data reliably, and
presently the data link ASIC's do not have error correction capability (which adds
complexity for an optical interconnect solution). The current design goal is for a 500
hour continuous operation between errors and at a data transmission rate of 800Mbps
(point to point). The bit error calculates to be 7x1OE-18 failures/bit. The data link system
will operate on a 200 Mhz clock.
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The role of optics in data-flow systems has been discussed recently by Louri [1] who
detailed a scheme for an optical data flow computer. Louri discusses the mapping of
fine-grain data-flow architectures using a limited fan-in and fan-out methodology.
Hardware complexity is cited as the road-block to pure data-flow processing with
respect to a processing plane. Free space node to node optical interconnects are
suggested with approp'iately defined message protocols. Although this approach may
eventually become the back-bone for the data-flow processor, the in-plane approach to
optical interconnects using polymer waveguides or holographic materials may be the
more near term approach with respect to the cost and manufacturing requirements.

The current optical interconnect question for such a data-flow project is deciding
which of the two dominant approaches (free-space or in-plane) to follow. The free-
space technique offers vastly different architecture designs with allowances for more
exotic routing; higher integration densities and longer interconnect distances.
Unfortunately, the cost of the components for such systems with the stringent
requirements for vibration and alignment may make this solution more long-term. As
the problems of cross-talk are eliminated, the third dimension allows communication
between the planes of chip instead of the edges and therefore permits a significant level
of parallelism over the two dimensional approach. A dominant issue that will need
additional addressing is how to configure and reconfigure the many beams of light and
focus them into the correct ports at data rates close to 1 Gbps and very low bit error rates
(as per the Monsoon project). Holographic elements may become one manufacturable
solution, or if lenslet arrays could be fabricated with adequate precision, then this may
become a viable alternative.

The in-plane arguments usually include easier alignment tolerances and easier
manufacturability with the potential for significant economies of scale. In addition, this
technology allows a better transition from the electrical domain to the optics domain
even though the media utilised may be completely different. Although the in-plane
argument is not considered a true solution in the third dimension, it does however,
present an incognito 3D solution. One interesting area that may fit into this category are
the substrate mode holograms. Here, the optical medium can be used to focus light to
predetermined receivers while still allowing beams to cross without interference. The
polyimide approach has been the most developed to date, but the use of formed
waveguides that use the air interface for cornering may restrict interconnect densities if
multi-layer designs are required for large data-flow systems. The issue of power
consumption for the in-plane solutions may be one draw-back for very large systems
with many interconnect links. Component reliability in hostile operating conditions may
well be a major element in the decision on performance specifications for data-flow
computers.

In summary, for very low bit error rate levels as required by the Monsoon project,
component redundancy, reliability, manufacturability, performance and cost will become
influential in the decision to pursue a particular optical interconnect technology.

[1] Loun, A., "An Optical Data-flow Computer," SPIE Vol 1151 Optical Information
Processing Systems and Architectures (1989), pp47-58
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The Fundamental Limit of the
Reliability of Optical Logic

Charlie Stirk

January 24, 1991

1 Problem Statement

What is the fundamental quantum limit on the reliability of an ideal optical logic device in the
presence of shot noise?

2 Background

A sum-and-threshold optical logic device has a step function response to the intensity of light. Recall

that the intensity of light is Poisson distributed

Pr(k-events in n-tries when probability is A) = Pxn(k) -An (1)k!

where An is the mean number of detected photons. The logic is ideal when the mean number
of photons for a logic low is zero. The bit-error-rate (BER) is the probability that the device
will produce an erroneous output when the symbols on the input channels are independent and
equiprobable.

2.1 Optical OR

For the optical OR gate with fan-in N, the BER at threshold T is

BERCj(T)- = ( 2 ,) PImL+(N-i) mm(k)dk + PN()P mL(k)dk (2)
i---0

0(') () 1. i



where mL and mjI are the mean number of photons for logic low and high, respectively. The first
term is the probzbility that an output high is miss-classified as a low and the second term is the
reverse situation. Since the logic is ideal, mL = 0, and thus, the expression reduces to

BERoR(T) = (,) (1) 1T Pim(k)dk (3)

If the threshold is zero, everything gets classified as a logic high, producing a BER of . Thus.
the lowest BER for the optical OR occurs when the threshold is equal to one, which minimizes the
integral. Using equation I when k = 0 in equation 3 gives us the fundamental quantum limit on the
BER (FBER) of an optical OR with fan-in N.

FBEROR = ( exp - -"m  (4)

If we expand this in terms of N

FBERoR= (1)[N - N(N- 1) -2m"++exp-Nm " ] (5)

Because of the exponential, for sufficiently large mH

FBERoR _- 1 Nexp-m m  (6)

Note that when N = 1, this is the fundamental quantum limit of a detector.
1

FBERdetectr = exp-mH (7)
2

Equation 6 is plotted in figure 1. Note that the number of photons per bit needed to obtain a given
BER decreases slightly with increasing fan-in and is just barely better than a detector.

Equation 4 is plotted in figure 2. Without the approximation of equation 6, the number of photons
required for a given BER is a little more than that of figure 1 due to the extra terms in the sum.

2.2 Optical AND

For the optical AND gate with fan-in N, the BER at threshold T is

BERAND(T) = 1) PsmM+(Nl-i)mL(k)dk+ (]) 1o PNmp,(k)dk (8)
i=O
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Figure 1: Approximate quantum limit on log[BER] of an optical OR as given by equation (6) vs
mean number of photons per channel for a logic high for several fan-ins.

where MLj and mjj are the mean number of photons for logic low and high, respectively. The first
term is the probability that an output low is miss-classified as a high and the second term is the
reverse situation. For an ideal device (ML = 0) this reduces to

BRN()= E-l(N) () PiJOOk (1)1f Pm, kd (9)

When this is minimized with respect to T we get the FBER for a given N and MH This is shown
in figure 3.

In contrast to what we found for the optical OR, for the optical AND the minimum number of
photons necessary for a given BER increases with fan-in.

3 Conclusions

The fundamental quantum limit on the BER of an ideal sum-and-threshold optical logic device
is determined by shot noise. This class of optical devices includes conventional detectors, surface
emitting laser diodes, vstep and nonlinear Fabry-Perot etalons. It does not include differential
devices such as the seed or more exotic devices like soliton switches. NOR and NAND devices have
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Figure 2: Exact quantum limit on Iog[BER] of an optical OR as given by equation (4) vs mean
number of photons per channel for a logic high for several fan-ins.
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Figure 3: Quantum limit on log[BER] of an optical AND as given by the minimum of equation (9)
with respect to T vs mean number of photons per channel for several different fan-ins.

the same reliability characteristics as the OR and AND devices, respectively. The main result of this
exercize is that optical AND's should only be used at very low fan-ins to ensure reliable operation.



Asynchronous and fault-tolerant design in digital optical
computing

Kelvin Wagner

Optoelectronic Computing Systems Center
Department of Electrical and Computer Engineering

University of Colorado at Boulder

In many of the envisioned applications of optical switching systems, the arrival time of
signals and control operators can not be guaranteed to be synchronous, or even vaguely
coincident. An example is a telecommunication switching system, where the various inputs
are from geographically distributed sources, from which it is impossible to guarantee syn-
chronous arrivals. Tb;is manifestly requires an asynchronous communication protocol to be
used, which necessitates the incorporation of speed independent circuits, and forbids the
use of clocks. This may eliminate the possibility of time multiplexed gain as utilized by
S-SEED circuits, and the soliton dragging switch, and fundamentally requires some type of
latching behavior. The conventional latch used is self-timed VLSI systems is the Mueller
C-element which is equivalent to a majority gate with feedback. The natural threshold logic
implementation of a majority gate immediately suggests the possibility of implementing a
C-element using optical bistability. Various types of optical bistable devices can be consid-
ered, including nonlinear etalons, SEEDs, and microlasers, but increasing absorption based
systems with clockwise loops are not directly applicable. A bias beam which is below the
down switch threshold, I,, is applied to the optical bistable device, so that with no input
the output is always low Bias + 2Low < I,, where Low is the output of the device when it
is off. This beam is never clocked, the self-timed signals themselves clock the device. When
only one of the two inputs goes high, the device is biased into the middle of the bistable
loop, but does not switch on, so the output remains low, Il < Bias + Low + High < IT,
where High is the on state output, and IT is the switch on threshold. Upon application of
both inputs, the device is biased above the switch up threshold, IT < Bias + 2High, and
the device switches into the high state. When one of the two inputs is removed, the device
remains in the middle of the bistable loop, so the output remains high. It does not switch
back to the low state until both inputs are removed, beginning another cycle, the tolerancing
of this mode of operation is not much worse than a 2 input AND gate, but a wide bistable
loop is required. This application provides a key motivation to pursue optical bistability for
asynchronous digital optical computing architectures, and is a contradiction of the widely
repeated statement that bistability is neither wanted nor needed.

Another key requirement in a practical digital optical computing scheme is the ability
to recover from transient and permanent device errors. Redundancy is the most common
technique to endow a system with limited fault tolerance and increase the system reliability
beyond that given by the product of the probabilities of correct operation of the components.
However, in most redundant systems, a voter is required to resolve conflicts between the re-
dundant components, but a fault in the voter still produces erroneous outputs. Although
multiply redundant voters can be incorporated, a mechanism must be included that elimi-
nates and replaces faulty elements from the circuits, or else errors can propagate, but these
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techniques can become quite complex and may be inappropriate for optical implementation.
Another approach is to distribute the voter throughout the circuit using the technique of
quadded logic. In quadded logic, 4 -opies of the circuit are produced, then interconnected in
a permuted fashion that allows single errors within a small block of elements to be detect-
ed and corrected. This is an expensive approach to fault tolerance, since it multiplies the
hardware by a factor of 4, and doubles the fanout and fanin of the elements. The optical
implementation of quadded logic in a regularly interconnected split-shift-mask system has
some attractive features. The depth of the circuit is not increased, just the width, so no ad-
ditional delay and speed penalties are imposed. The interconnections between the quadded
circuits are quite regular and may be amenable to optical implementations. The even layers
have a duplication of the original interconnection topology, plus an additional fanout to a
cyclically permuted subset of the quadded gates in the next layer. The odd layers fanout
their outputs in the same topology as the original circuit but with a cyclical magnification
of two. These interconnection topologies are reminiscent of the split-shift approaches to
shuffles and crossovers, and might be implemented with a similar technique. An attractive
possibility is to interleave the original circuits layers on rows separated by 4, and interleave
the quadded duplicates on the intervening layers. The same basic architecture of split-shift-
mask-shuffle within the rows can be performed, and holographic interconnect;ons within a
quadded set of 4 rows might not overly increase the system complexity. This approach to
redundant fault tolerant digital optical computing may allow the utilization of devices with
increased probabilities of failure without a system reliability penalty. Such an approach may
be required in order to make practical and reliable digital optical computers.
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